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Valley of Flowers Trek
In the lap of Himalayas nestled an attractive spot encompasses by the flora, the colorful
surrounding, and the destination that uniquely decorates the Himalayan beauty.
Valley of flowers the most beautiful valley trek of all time in the Uttarakhand trekking
destinations, the flowers trek offers the rarely seen blossoms such as the blue Primula glowing, the
best time for the valley of flowers trek is between mid-July to mid-August.
The journey starts from the Govindghat for which there is a direct drive from
Haridwar/Rishikesh/Dehradun, on the way you encounter Hemkund Sahib the shrine of Sikhs.
You will be able to see the high elevated lake Hemkund (14,100 Ft.), the most sacred destination
for Hindus and Sikhs. The Gurudwara and a Lakshman temple nestled on the bank of the lake,
encompasses by seven snow-clad peaks and the glaciers, the beautiful valley reflects the enchanting
vistas and the bright, serene water, the beauty lies in Indian Himalayas shows how magnificent
trekking in India can be, as the Himalayas offers the astonishing view in treks in India
Observing the streams through the valley will be so beautiful, the scenario of the valley is gigantic,
the whole journey in the valley of flowers cost a nothing more, but fitness as the trail will be steep
but an amazing one and valley of flowers trek package is worth picking.
The beauty of Hathi Parvat and Saptrishi peaks will make you feel so happy in the whole trip to
the valley of flowers, and the valley of flowers itinerary will not get you into any trouble as you can
spend your days in ease and valley of flowers trek best time as mid-July mid-August.
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